DOING WHAT YOU LOVE IN THE SERVICE OF THOSE WHO LOVE WHAT YOU DO:
LIVING WITH PURPOSE, PASSION AND PIZAZZ!

PURPOSE:

1. Are you living in the right place with right people doing the right work on purpose?

2. Be purposeful by continually upgrading the only three tools in your personal tool kit: your talent, your motivation and your self-talk (explanatory style).

3. Embrace the Hero's Journey and live with gratitude and eagerness:

The Four Vehicles for Getting through the Gate:
- Self
- Friend
- Team
- Mentor

The Stages of the Hero's Journey:

1. SEPARATION:
   - Innocence offers you a chance for renewal and growth.
   - The Call energizes you and gets you moving.

2. INTEGRATION:
   - Allies give you support for the adventure.
   - Breakthrough takes you into a new world.
   - Celebration generates joy and instills lessons that will prepare you for your next journey.

3. INITIATION defines what you need to do.
PASSION:

4. Be passionate about the only three things that matter in your municipality: Delighting internal/external customers by supplying solutions to problems and good feelings. Being productive by addressing issues of quality, quantity, cost and timeliness. Create a culture that is focused, flexible, fast, friendly and fun.

5. Stay focused on the Sigmoid Curve:

![The Sigmoid Curve Diagram]

6. Move past motivation to inspiration:

![Vision, Mission & Goals]

PIZZAZZ:

7. Remember that everybody is somebody's ________________________.

8. Use the PBS Formula™ to reduce stress and live with pizazz:

- **Play** (Don't use sarcasm. Use only positive or cosmic humor.)
- **Blend** (It's about blending your life... not balancing it.)
  - Faith
  - Family
  - Health
  - Productivity
  - Friends

- **Simplify** (Set posteriorities.)

9. Bruce Larson's Research:

- Edge: ________________________
- Emotional: ________________________

SUMMARY:
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